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Abstract. A payload is described consisting of a foil cloud experiment and a guard ring probe. Winds, wind shears and turbulent motions are derived from the spatial movement of the cloud during fall and density and temperature of the neutral air from the fall rates of the cloud, as observed by radar respectively. Electron and ion densities are measured by a guard ring probe of special design. The probe is calibrated by comparison with the results of simultaneous ground based measurements of radio wave absorption applying the Sen-Wyller formula. The set up of the payload and its operation are described and some results are given.
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Concept of BI Payload

Payload BI was designed to gather an overview over the time history of changes of atmospheric parameters in the D-region which comprise both changes in the ionized components and of neutral air (meteorological) parameters.

A fairly large number of individual experiments are required for such a project in order to achieve a significant result. Cost-effectiveness and reliability of the payload are of utmost importance but not at the expense of scientific value or accuracy of measurement. A careful consideration about parameters to be measured is mandatory. The payload to be described here contains two experiments, one for the measurement of neutral air parameters, the other for the measurement of the ionized component of the atmosphere.

The payload was flown successfully a number of times before it was used in the Aeronomy Program (Rose and Widdel, 1972b; Rose et al., 1974; Dieminger et al., 1974).
1. Neutral Atmosphere Parameters: The Foil Cloud Experiment

1.1. Winds, Wind Shears, Turbulent Motions. Winds, wind shears, density and average air temperature can be measured in the simplest way by free-falling, reflective objects which are ejected from the vehicle at or near apogee of the rocket’s trajectory and tracked from the ground by suitable means, e.g. radars. Such an experiment has the “all-weather” capability desired for this type of investigation.

Wind measurements allow within certain limits the estimate of large-scale pressure gradients, and, by this, the position of high- and low pressure systems. When temperature measurements are available, wind shears can be used to prove the existence of turbulent layers (Zimmerman and Narcisi, 1970).

For wind measurements, falling spheres of various kinds (Jones, 1959; Otterman, 1961) are not very well suited to greater heights because they are too heavy and their descend velocity is too large to follow the wind shears sufficiently fast (Fig. 1). A more suitable target is a cloud of radar-reflective dipole elements (“CHAFF” or “WINDOW”). Experiments of this kind have been used in the upper atmosphere (D-region heights) by several authors (e.g. Webb, 1961; Smith, 1960; Pachomov, 1969) and also on a routine basis. Rapp (1960) gave an estimate about the accuracy of such experiments.

The main disadvantage of “CHAFF” measurements is the limited height range over which useful measurements can be performed because the cloud spreads out under the influence of diffusion and the initial momentum received during deployment from the spinning rocket. Further, spreading in strong wind shears causes the radar to “hunt”. Attempts to overcome this difficulty by using more than one “CHAFF” ejection over the rocket’s trajectory have been made by several authors (e.g. Pachomov, 1969). We flew an experimental payload of this kind in 1973 in order to test the feasibility of increasing the height range over which density measurements can be made.

Ordinary “CHAFF” has also a very strong tendency to form clumps because the very thin, hair-like dipole elements do not separate well. This tendency is almost impossible to avoid as our own tests and those of other experimenters have shown. This makes the derivation of air densities and air temperatures from fall rates of “ordinary” CHAFF clouds almost impossible (very rare cases excepted).

However, when elements of proper shape and suitable size and wing load area to have little tendency to form clumps are chosen (Rose and Widdel, 1972, 1973) and means are taken to deploy the cloud in such a (controlled) way that the elements are all separated from each other and that their number density increases toward the center of the cloud (Azcarraga, et al., 1970; Rose, et al., 1972), the situation is different and a larger height interval can be covered with reliable measurements provided that no excessive windshears and turbulences are present: These distort the shape of the cloud to such a extent that a reasonably accurate radar track is no longer possible after the cloud has passed the shear (see Fig. 2). This happens with preference at height levels from which so-called “DEEP ECHOES” (Dieminger and Hoffmann-Heyden, 1952; Gregory, 1961; Thitheridge, 1962) are received. A connection between
Fig. 1. Response of a falling sphere to winds. Results of tracking by two independent radars

Fig. 2. Results of tracking of a foil cloud passing through a wind shear
these gradient-induced partial reflections and wind shears seems to be evident though not fully proven by experiments so far.

Even small-scale vertical movements can be observed directly with properly designed foil clouds (Rose and Widdel, 1969) but because these movements are associated with a rapid dissolution of the foil cloud inside the turbulence cell, a fairly sensitive radar is required for tracking. The situation may change when active transponder elements rather than passive reflectors can be used as targets. More detailed investigations of turbulent motions besides wind and density measurements are then possible.

The upper height limit for wind measurement is set by the weight-to-area-ratio of the dipole elements. We use foils, $2.5 \cdot 10^{-6}$ m thick, $9 \cdot 10^{-3}$ m wide, their length cut to be in resonance with the wavelength of the radar tracking system. The foils are aluminized from all sides, the weight-to-area-ratio is $3.4 \cdot 10^{-3}$ kg·m$^{-1}$. These foils have less tendency for “bird’s nesting”. They allow reliable wind measurements from about 95 km downwards. The foil clouds are deployed near apogee of the rocket’s trajectory in the direction opposite to flight. This allows a certain amount of compensation of the trajectory speed. Experience has shown that the clouds deployed this way follow almost immediately the direction of the wind with no discernible “ballistic” component. The theoretical response of the cloud to winds is shown in Figure 3.

One weak point however has to be mentioned. In-situ measurements (of any kind whatsoever) can provide only a momentary picture of the state of the wind field even though it takes 20–25 min for the foil cloud to travel down from 95 km to 80 km. Therefore, tides and waves cannot be separated from the prevailing wind except for the case when a whole series of rocket launches is performed over the day (Azcarraga et al., 1971). In our special case however,
in which the winter anomaly is to be investigated, this deficiency is of no significant importance.

1.2. Air Density and Temperature. Air density can be derived from the fall rates of the foil cloud when accurate tracking data are available (Rose and Widdel, 1972) but only over the height range for which the dimensions of the sensor elements (area load and width) are matched to yield low Reynolds numbers and their width is small compared with the mean free path. When the transition region is reached, the increase in density nearly compensates for the decrease of effective drag coefficient and the descend speed of the elements varies then only slowly with height. To restore the flow conditions under which it is possible to derive density one has to match the physical properties of the sensor elements to the relevant height region. Below about 65–60 km the useful height range over which density measurements can be made with “CHAFF” becomes so small that it is of no more practical use, and the method finds its natural limitation (Rose and Widdel, 1972).

This method is sensitive enough to follow diurnal changes of density. From these, even slow vertical movements of the atmosphere can be derived (Azcarra, et al., 1971; Rose et al., 1972a). Reasonably good agreement between densities derived from falling sphere experiments and foil cloud experiments (Rose et al., 1976) was attained (Fig. 4).

Temperature values can also be derived from the data but only as averages. The second derivative of the data necessary for temperature determination introduces a comparatively large error bar for the temperatures and does not allow at present a finer analysis.
2. Ionized Constituents: The Guard Ring Probe

For the measurement of the ionized component of the D-region atmosphere we used a guard ring probe at the tip of the rocket (Rose et al., 1972b). This probe allows us to distinguish between ions and electrons. Probes of similar design have been used in the past on rockets by several authors, L.G. Smith (1967, 1969) being the first.

While the technical design of the probe itself can be held rather simple, the direct interpretation of the results in terms of absolute values poses a lot of problems. To circumvent these, it has become standard (Thrane, 1974) to calibrate the probe readings against the results of an independent wave propagation experiment flown on the same payload as was first done by Mechtly (Mechtly et al., 1967; Mechtly and Shirke, 1968; Sechrist et al., 1969; Mechtly, 1974). Mechtly found that the “Langmuir” probe readings are proportional to electron concentration up to about 85 km, and tend to deviate from proportionality above this region.

Instead of flying simultaneously an independent wave propagation experiment on each payload for calibration purposes, we used a different approach to convert the probe data into ambient electron densities. We used the results of the ground-based absolute absorption measurements and ionosonde data and results of our in-situ density measurements which have to be performed anyway when such investigations are made.

Our variant of the probe was based upon experience gained during the development of a parachute Gerdien-type experiment (Widdel, et al., 1971; Borchers, 1971; Widdel et al., 1977). We found that insulator surfaces can have an important detrimental effect upon the stability of the zero point especially when the probe potential is changed, because these surfaces collect charges preferably of one polarity because the accommodation coefficients are different. This effect disappears when the insulator is kept as small as possible and recessed.

The insulator of our probe is recessed by about 5 mm in a gap between body and probe tip, only 0.5 to 1 mm wide. The corresponding increase in capacity was compensated by a rather large guard ring section held always on the same potential as the measuring nose tip. The current/voltage characteristics were then what one would expect from the mobility concept. Electrons are easily distinguished from ions because their mobility is so much higher. The probe resembles more an “open” Gerdien mobility probe aspiration system than a “Langmuir” probe. The regime in which the probe operates is easily seen because a time-linear, triangle-shaped waveform and linear amplifiers are used.

Because wake effects can play an important role (as was outlined by Smith) a stable flight behaviour of the rocket is mandatory. This condition was met by selecting a suitable rocket (SKUA II) and each payload was carefully balanced before flight by moment and couple.

2.1. Probe Calibration Procedure. The ground-based data yield the total absorption $L_{TOT}$ measured on an absolute scale over an $A_3$ absorption path which is always propagated via the $l \times E$ hop mode during daytime. (Rose and Widdel,
1977a). The reflection height \( h'_I(f) \) is taken from ionograms produced on the range. The foil cloud experiment flown on the same rocket yields the air pressure from which the electron collisional frequency is derived (Phelps and Pack, 1959).

The electron currents \( I \) of the probe are assumed to be proportional to the ambient electron densities \( (N_e = C \cdot I, h < h_o) \) up to a height \( h_o \) where the mean free path equals the (mean) diameter of the probe. Above that height \( h_o \), a correction factor \( \exp \left( \alpha (h - h_o) \right) \) is assumed \( (N_e = C \cdot I \exp \alpha (h - h_o)) \) which is replaced by 1 below \( h_o \). The transmission curve technique is applied to the relevant ionograms taken before, during and after the rocket flight with regard to distance and frequency to determine the angle of incidence \( \varphi_n \) into the ionosphere for the \( A_3 \) transmission path to the receiver at the launch site. Some well-known approximations are accepted for a moment. The constants \( C \) and \( \alpha \) which relate the probe currents to the electron densities are then computed in the following way: Starting with the given angle of incidence and an initial pair of constants \( C \) and \( \alpha \), a ray-tracing is performed to adjust \( \alpha \) in a way that the ray is “homed in” (it just spans then the distance from the transmitter to the receiver). The absorption of the measured ordinary ray is then integrated along this ray path, taking now into account the magnetic field of the earth and using the full Sen-Wyller formulas with the electron collisional frequencies derived from the air pressures. If the absorption thus integrated does not yet fit the experimental \( A_3 \) measurements, the constant \( C \) is changed a little into the required direction and the calculation is repeated from the very beginning until transmission path and absorption satisfy the experimental data. It should be mentioned that the experimental electron current profiles were replaced close to the (final) reflection level by an equivalent exponential profile (or they were extrapolated exponentially where necessary) in order to determine analytically the curvature of the ray path necessary for the estimations in the vicinity of the reflection level. Experience gained during the aeronomy program has shown that profiles derived in this way from guard ring probe measurements agree reasonably well with those measured by wave propagation experiments.

3. The Payload

Both experiments, the foil cloud experiment and the guard ring probe were matched together in a single payload. Figure 5a shows what the payload looks like and Figure 5b shows a cross section through it. The cylindrical part of the payload contains the foil cloud experiment and the telemetry antennas for data transmission on 235 MHz. The antennas are of the ‘traveling-wave’ type. The transmitter is located in a bay of the upper part of the payload structure, not far away from the subcarrier oscillators and from the electrometer for the guard ring probe. The latter is housed in a separate cylindrical box for electrical shielding and thermal protection.

Transfer of aerodynamic heat into the payload can be a serious problem. It is more difficult to prevent on small vehicles than on large ones. We solved this problem by avoiding mechanical contact between the inner surface of the nose cone section and the payload structure. The only connection to the metallic
nose cone was at the bottom and through a temperature-insulating, thermal-resistant plastic centering ring at the top of the payload structure.

In order to suppress heat transfer by thermal convection, a number of small ventilating holes were drilled into the nose cone at its end. This ensured a rapid escape of air from the nose cone section during ascent.

The aerodynamic heating was however welcomed and used to advantage as a means of "natural" cleaning of the guard ring probe surface during ascent, especially of the nose tip. The nose tip was made as sharp as possible to assure attachment of the shockwave and to avoid any detachment which might otherwise cause problems in data interpretation.

Photocurrents were of no importance because their maximum value was for the worst case (the lowest heights) estimated to be of the order of one or two magnitudes less than the currents drawn from the environs.

A bay near the end of the ogival section of the nose cone was kept clear to provide space for experiments to be added in later projects (for example, Lyman-α and other radiation counters). On some flights, the space was used to house a modified Henderson probe (Henderson and Shiff, 1970) but despite very promising laboratory results, the probe behaved quite ambiguously during
flights. It was concluded that this approach to the measurement of atomic oxygen was not a reliable one and the probe was later abandoned.

The front end of the payload rested in a separation section to which it was tightly screwed on with shear screws. A flat, annular charge of explosive was fixed to the bottom of the ejection bay. It was fired at the apogee of the rocket’s trajectory and separated the payload front end from the motor in order to expose the back end of the foil cloud canister. The explosive charge was 15 g of a stochiometric mixture of potassium permanganate and magnesium powder. This composition had turned out to be superior in its characteristics and handling qualities in this special kind of application to conventional black-powder or double based grain powder charges.

1.8–2.2 s after separation pyrotechnic valves were opened for the release of compressed nitrogen which pushed out the foils, separated them, removed from the foils a considerable amount of centrifugal force and created the desired distribution inside the foil cloud. Separation of payload and ejection of foils is observable in the telemetry records of the guard ring probe as is shown in Figure 6: First, the ejection shock causes an interruption of the telemetry transmission which recovers after 80 ms. The cloud of combustion products and unburnt particles from the separation charge passes over the probe environment and causes a transient increase of electron concentration which is produced by photoemission of particles from the cloud. The moment of foil ejection is seen as a decrease in the electron concentration when the nitrogen cloud passes over the probe. These two events serve as simple housekeeping information about proper functioning of separation and foil cloud ejection.
Because the electronics of the payload is designed to stabilize within a few tenths of a second, no umbilical connector is required. Electric power to the payload electronics is applied when a simple inertia switch is actuated by the launch shock (motor ignition and initial acceleration). By this, the aerodynamic configuration of the rocket was kept clean, the design of the payload was simplified and hazards connected with the use of umbilicals on small rockets were avoided. The delay in response of the g-switch contributed to payload reliability because it is a common experience that electronic circuits can survive large shock loads when no power is applied. They often fail in the other case because transient short circuits and transient changes in component values that can occur under heavy g-load conditions may cause fatal overloads. The response time of the g-switch is set to such a value that it closes when the initial launch shock has passed.

Because the SKUA rocket is launched from a tubular launcher, there was some concern at the beginning that the probe surface might be contaminated by combustion products of the boost and sustainer propellant during the initial launch phase. Prototype flights and later experience have shown that this is not the case. The results of the prototype flights stressed however the necessity for a careful balancing of the payloads and led to some improvements of the final design too detailed to be described in this paper.

4. Some Results

Figure 7 illustrates how the circulation pattern of winds changes from winter to summer. High winter-anomalous absorption was observed only when westerlies are present in the whole height regime between 80 and 90 km. This indicates that this state is linked to a low-pressure system which has its center located north of the location where the measurements were made. Because we made our observations rather close to the time-variable southern border of the existence of winter-anomalous conditions, we saw more clearly than in more northern latitudes that the winter-anomaly effect splits up into more than one period of high absorption. Between these events, extremely low absorption is observed in most cases. This raises the question how to define a “normal” and a “winter-anomalous” day. We tried to circumvent these difficulties by referring to electron concentration profiles which were measured at a time when both the wind field is calm and the absorption has little variation from day to day. This is mostly the case in the spring/early summer season.

Like Mechtly we found the maximum enhancement of electron concentration around 82 km (Dieminger et al., 1974). Since then more winter profiles of electron concentration became available. All were measured around local noon.

It takes no effort to classify these profiles either after similarity or after amount of absorption: in both cases, the profiles which sort into a group are the same. There are, however, some slight but significant differences between profiles belonging to the same group: Some of them have a higher electron concentration below about 78 km than others. This difference is related to the diurnal variation of absorption. The profile which has a higher electron
Fig. 7. Two Examples for wind measurements around noon time: Seasonal variation. Left: quasi-three dimensional "wind-band" presentation on compass cards. (North: top, west: left, east: right.) Each division: 10 m/s. Right: meteorological "arrow" notation with barbs. The arrow is flying from where the wind is coming; speed indicated by barbs. One full triangular barb: 50 m/s; one light barb: 10 m/s, short barb: 5 m/s. Note the differences in speed and direction: Wind velocities in the 80–88 km region are much higher during winter.
concentration in lower levels corresponds to a day for which the description of the diurnal variation of absorption by the \( \cos^n \chi \)-law is given by an "\( n \)" of the order of 1, while "\( n \)" is lower for the other profile. This difference is more clearly seen when the corresponding profiles of differential contribution to total absorption along the ray path \( dL/dl \cdot \frac{1}{\cos \varphi} \) are considered. This is more closely related to the actual absorption measurement because it contains the electron collision frequency also. It is determined during the evaluation process of the guard ring probe results. For a comparison of different groups of absorption it is convenient to normalize the profiles of differential contribution to total absorption to the relevant amount of total absorption. When "\( n \)" has a high value (in the order of 1) a maximum contribution to absorption stems from the height region centered around 75 km (see Fig. 8). For lower "\( n \)" this maximum is shifted to greater heights above 78–80 km. This shift becomes pronounced when "\( n \)" is small (0.5 or less). This result can at least be qualitatively understood and related to composition changes in the D-region when model calculations made long time ago by Rawer (1943) are considered. He used a simplified model and assumed "thin" and "thick" absorbing layers (in the sense that their scale height was smaller than or equal to that of the environmental gas). He found that the diurnal variation of absorption is proportional to \( \cos^{1/2} \chi \) when the layer is "thin" and the electron loss process is recombination. For attachment as the loss process, he arrived at \( \cos \chi \). The corresponding values for a "thick" layers were \( \cos^{1.5} \chi \) (recombination) and \( \cos^2 \chi \) (attachment). The simplifications made in this theory prevented its practical application in the past, but taking it as a guide and considering the results of our in-situ measurements, we can distinguish fairly clearly between at least two height levels which contribute to absorption. One level is below 78 km in which the electron loss process is, as is well known, the formation of negative ions. Above 80 km, the prevailing loss process during winter is recombination.

This level becomes more important when strong winter-anomalous conditions are present. However, there are exceptions in which both levels (above 80 and around 75 km) contribute about equally to total absorption and produce high winter-anomalous absorption. On such days, attachment in the lower level (or a loss process equivalent to attachment) governs the diurnal variation and yields a high "\( n \)" for the \( \cos^n \chi \)-approximation of the diurnal variation. Because the electron/ion ratio is extremely temperature-sensitive in these lower levels (Cipriano, Hale and Mitchell, 1974) one is tempted to relate these events to temperature increases (stratospheric warmings) but this has to be further investigated more closely.

Mass spectrometer results reported by Arnold and Krankowski (1971) and by Arnold, Kissel, Krankowski, Wieder and Zaehringer (1971) who found negative ions below 80 km but not in greater heights while Narcisi and co-workers (1972) did find them in heights between about 82 and 87 km but with a different composition fit well into this picture. These two results have been considered to be in conflict with each other but are less controversial if one considers the actual season and not the calendar date on which the two measurements were made and assumes that a depletion of water content in the D-region during winter is one of the main causes of winter anomaly.
Fig. 8. An example for the relation between “n” of the \( \cos^n \gamma \) approximation of the diurnal variation of absorption and electron concentration profile resp. profile of differential contribution to total absorption along the ray path (the latter normalized to the relevant absorption value): When “n” is large, a maximum of contribution is found around 75 km (winter profiles)

Therefore, one of the things (amongst others) we want to learn from the results of other measurements taken in the Aeronomy Program is if there is a seasonal change in water vapor content and in the content of nitric oxide in the D-region, preferably between 78 and 88 km, because this would explain the disappearance or reduction of the ledge in electron concentration during winter conditions and the formation of the “bulge” of electron concentration found when high winter anomalous absorption is present.
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